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Nov 18, 2014 . A Crystal Reports UFL error such as "u212com.dll that implements this function is missing" occurs when
running a report. This applies to the.. Feb 29, 2012 . When running a Crystal report you get the message "The Visual Basic UFL
that implements this function is missing (or U2lcom.dll is missing). ".. The Visual Basic UFL that implements this function is
missing (or U2lcom.dll is missing). Hi Experts, I added some more filed to a report, after edititing the reprot.. Aug 19, 2014 .
When you view a report with barcode UFL functions through Crystal . UFL that implements this function is missing(or
U2LCOM.dll is missing).. Nov 12, 2008 . Question When running a report in Crystal get the following error: The Visual Basic
UFL that implements this function is missing (or U2lcom.dll.. Sep 25, 2018 . "UFL 'u2lcom.dll' that implements this function is
missing. Error in file 10620B{C7083947-C014-4DOB-B1E1-704138949F9C}.rpt. Error in.. Jun 27, 2012 . UFL 'u2lbcode.dll'
that implements this function is missing. Summary When you run a Crystal Report containing.. Those reports give me the
following error: "UFL 'u2lsvrep.dll' that implements this function is missing." I have that dll. Where do I have to put it,.. Oct 9,
2016 . I do get the following error when trying to run a report, .rpt file designed using Crystal XI /C#. .
{5903CFF3-1411-43BC-8208-AF265F6F3C30}.rpt:nError in formula . n'r'nUFL 'u2lcom.dll' that implements this function is
missing." . The function is visible under .. Apr 4, 2016 . The u2lcom.dll needs to be installed on the report server (or local if the
. Is there a copy location functionality in SAGE PFW version 5.6? c5eb01f359 
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